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In this article we review the nature and mechanics of dam-
age induced in ceramics by spherical indenters, from the
classical studies of Hertz over a century ago to the present
day. Basic descriptions of continuum elastic and elastic–
plastic contact stress fields are first given. Two distinct
modes of damage are then identified: Hertzian cone cracks,
in relatively hard, homogeneous materials, such as glasses,
single crystals, fine-grain ceramics (tensile, ‘‘brittle’’
mode); and diffuse subsurface damage zones, in relatively
tough ceramics with heterogeneous microstructures (shear,
‘‘quasi-plastic’’ mode). Ceramographic evidence is pre-
sented for the two damage types in a broad range of ma-
terials, illustrating how an effective brittle–ductile transi-
tion can be engineered by coarsening and weakening the
grain structure. Continuum analyses for cone fracture and
quasi plasticity, using Griffith–Irwin fracture mechanics
and yield theory, respectively, are surveyed. Recent micro-
mechanical models of the quasi-plastic mode are also con-
sidered, in terms of grain-localized ‘‘shear faults’’ with ex-
tensile ‘‘wing cracks.’’ The effect of contact-induced
damage on the ensuing strength properties of both brittle
and quasi-plastic ceramics is examined. Whereas cone
cracking causes abrupt losses in strength, the effect of
quasi-plastic damage is more gradual—so that more het-
erogeneous ceramics are more damage tolerant. On the
other hand, quasi-plastic ceramics are subject to acceler-
ated strength losses in extreme cyclic conditions (‘‘contact
fatigue’’), because of coalescence of attendant microcracks,
with implications concerning wear resistance and ma-
chinability. Extension of Hertzian contact testing to novel
layer structures with hard, brittle outer layers and soft,
tough underlayers, designed to impart high toughness while
preserving wear resistance, is described.

I. Introduction

SINCE Hertz first investigated the beautiful cone-shaped frac-
tures produced in contacts between glass lenses in the

1880s (see Hertz’s Collected Papers1), indentation mechanics
has become extensively used in the analysis and characteriza-
tion of fracture and deformation properties of brittle ceram-
ics,2,3 as well as of metals and other materials.4 Indentation
damage bears profoundly on a wide range of other mechanical
properties, such as strength, toughness, and wear. Such damage
is now recognized as a key limiting factor in the lifetime of
ceramics in many engineering applications,2,3,5 especially bear-
ings6 and engine components,7 in both monoliths and coatings.
Indentation damage applications extend to areas as diverse as
dental restorations8 and the anthropological study of ancient
tools.9 Accordingly, it is timely in this centennial feature article
to review the nature and mechanics of contact damage, with
due attention to both its rich historical basis in brittle fracture
and its topical applications in the latest generation of tough
ceramics.

Traditionally, Hertzian cone cracks have been most widely
studied in flat silicate glass plate, using spheres of hard steel or
tungsten carbide. Extensions to other brittle solids, single crys-
tals (especially those with the diamond structure) and some
hard, fine-grain polycrystalline ceramics became more preva-
lent in the period 1950–1970.3 The Hertzian fracture begins as
a surface ring crack outside the elastic contact and then, at a
critical load, propagates downward and flares outward within a
modest tensile field into a stable, truncated cone configuration.
Much of the early work centered on the mechanics of cone
crack initiation, especially the empirically observed linear re-
lation between critical load and sphere size, so-called Auer-
bach’s law, dating from 1891.10 Auerbach’s law posed a para-
dox, in that it apparently violated the notion that cone cracks
should initiate when the maximum tensile stress in the indented
body exceeds the bulk strength of the material. Griffith–Irwin
fracture mechanics analysis was first introduced in the late
1960s to account for this paradox,11 with many refinements and
reinventions during the ensuing three decades.

More recently, sphere-indentation methods have been ex-
tended to heterogeneous ceramics with weak internal inter-
faces, large and elongate grains, and high internal residual
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stresses—i.e., tougher ceramics characterized by R-curves. The
R-curve can be due to several toughening mechanisms, but is
most commonly associated with energy dissipation by internal
friction at sliding grains, platelets or whiskers, or other micro-
structural elements that ‘‘bridge’’ the crack wake.12–14 Such
ceramics ordinarily appear completely brittle in traditional
strength tests. However, the very same microstructural features
that enhance long-crack toughness tend also to degrade short-
crack toughness, compromising such important properties as
wear resistance.15 Hertzian fracture tends to be suppressed in
these materials—instead, a ‘‘quasi-plastic’’ deformation zone
develops in the strong shear–compression region below the
contact. Macroscopically, this deformation region resembles
the plastic zones that occur in metals.4 Microscopically, how-
ever, the damage is altogether different, consisting of an array
of ‘‘closed’’ mode II cracks with internal sliding friction
(‘‘shear faults’’) at the weak planes within the microstruc-
ture.16 At high loads, secondary ‘‘extensile’’ microcracks ini-
tiate at the ends of the constrained faults. Much precedent for
this type of distributed damage exists in the literature on
grossly heterogeneous brittle rocks in confined compression
fields.17,18 It is implicit that one can control the degree of quasi
plasticity relative to the brittle mode by suitably tailoring the
ceramic microstructure.16

Experimental simplicity and amenability to materials evalu-
ation are features of general indentation testing. Sometimes
indentation is the only practical means of obtaining fundamen-
tal information on critical lifetime-limiting damage modes in
some ceramics, particularly the quasi-plastic mode. However,
we will not attempt to cover the entire field of indentation
testing here, omitting in particular parallel developments in the
1970s using Vickers and Knoop indenters (‘‘sharp’’ indenters).
These parallel developments have been reviewed else-
where.2,3,5 We simply point out here one major advantage of
‘‘blunt,’’ spherical indenters—they enable one to follow the
entire evolution of damage modes, as a progressive transition
from initial elasticity to full plasticity.19

The layout in this article is as follows. We begin with a
consideration of the stress fields beneath a spherical indenter,
in both elastic and elastic–plastic contact. Then we present
micrographic evidence for the two modes of indentation dam-
age, single cone cracking (‘‘brittle mode’’) and distributed mi-
crodamage (‘‘quasi-plastic mode’’), in a broad range of glassy
and polycrystalline ceramics. Specific attention is focused on
the controlling role of microstructure in the competition be-
tween these two modes. Damage models for the two modes, at
both the macroscopic and microscopic levels, are described.
The practical issue of strength degradation from damage accu-
mulation, in particular relation to damage tolerance, is then
examined. Finally, the scope of Hertzian contact testing is il-
lustrated by examining the most recent work on contact fatigue
and damage in layer structures.

II. Contact Stress Fields

Consider the frictionless contact of a sphere, radius r, at
normal load P, on a flat continuum specimen, Fig. 1. The field
is initially elastic. Beyond a critical load, either a Hertzian cone
crack (‘‘brittle solid’’) or a subsurface deformation zone
(‘‘plastic solid’’) initiates. Here we outline the basic features
of the stress fields associated with elastic and elastic–plastic
contacts.

(1) Elastic Fields

The basic Hertzian elasticity solutions for a sphere of radius
r at normal load P are well documented.1,2,20,21 The contact
radius a is given by

a3 4 4kPr/3E (1)

where E is Young’s modulus and k 4 (9/16)[(1 − n2) + (1 −
n82)E/E8] is a dimensionless coefficient, with n Poisson’s ratio
and the prime notation denoting the indenter material.21 The

contact radius defines the spatial scale of the contact field. The
mean contact pressure

p0 4 P/pa2 (2)

defines the intensity of the contact field. The maximum tensile
stress in the specimen occurs at the contact circle:

sm =
1

2
~1 − 2n!p0 (3)

The maximum shear stress is located along the contact axis at
a depth ≈0.5a below the surface:

tm ≈ 0.48p0 (4)

The mean contact pressure in Eq. (2) can be written in other
useful forms by combining with Eq. (1). One such form ex-
presses p0 in terms of a and r:

p0 4 (3E/4pk)a/r (5)

Equation (5) prescribes a linear relation between p0, ‘‘inden-
tation stress,’’ and a/r, ‘‘indentation strain,’’ leading to a pro-
cedure for obtaining basic stress–strain information.4,22 An-
other useful form is given in terms of P and r:

p0 4 (3E/4k)2/3(P/pr2)1/3 (6)

Principal normal and shear stresses are calculable from ana-
lytical solutions of the contact boundary conditions (Panel A).
It is conventional to define s1 $ s2 $ s3 nearly everywhere
within the Hertzian field, so that s1 is the most tensile principal
stress and t13 4

1

2
(s1 − s3) is the maximum principal shear stress.

Figure 2 shows contours of s1, s3, and t13 (s2 is a ‘‘hoop’’
stress). The s1 tensile stresses (shaded) in Fig. 2(a) concentrate
in a shallow surface region, with maximum value sm at the
contact circle (Eq. (3)). Included in Fig. 2(a) are s3 stress
trajectories (dashed lines) from the specimen surface, defining
paths always normal to s1 within the plane of the diagram. The
rapid decrease of s1 along these trajectories is a characteristic
feature of contact problems. Note that the s3 stresses in Fig.
2(b) are everywhere compressive. The principal shear stresses
t13 in Fig. 2(c) are constrained beneath the contact, with widely
spaced contours and maximum value tm along the contact axis
(Eq. (4)).

(2) Elastic–Plastic Fields

Above some yield point relatively soft materials, such as
metals, undergo plastic flow beneath the contact. In relation
to the uniaxial compression yield stress Y, the flow initiates at
tm 4

1

2
Y 4 0.47pY, corresponding to pY ≈ 1.1Y.4,21 At in-

Fig. 1. Hertzian contact of sphere on flat ceramic specimen. Beyond
elastic limit, contact initiates cone fracture (‘‘brittle mode’’) or sub-
surface deformation zone (‘‘quasi-plastic mode’’).
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creasing load the plastic zone expands, but remains constrained
within the elastic surrounds, enabling p0 to increase steadily
beyond pY, until a state of full plasticity is ultimately attained.
In this region the Hertzian field is significantly modified. Gen-
eral analytical solutions for the transitional elastic–plastic field
are not available. An ‘‘expanding-cavity’’ model embodying a
spherically symmetrical half-spherical fully plastic zone en-
cased in an elastic surround has been used with some success
in soft metals with negligible strain-hardening in the region of
fully plasticity.21,26 However, the expanding-cavity model
breaks down in harder materials with pronounced strain-
hardening characteristics, which includes most ceramics.27,28

As foreshadowed in the previous subsection, the transition
from elastic to plastic contacts can be conveniently demon-
strated on indentation stress–strain curves, p0(a/r) (independent
of sphere size r—geometrical similarity4). The development of
plasticity becomes evident as an ever-increasing deviation from
linearity in Eq. (5). Some heterogeneous ceramics, notwith-
standing their incapacity to attain full plasticity, are neverthe-
less sufficiently deformable in sphere indentation to show sig-
nificant nonlinearities on indentation stress–strain curves16,22,29

(although generally much less pronounced than in metals). An
extreme case is shown in Fig. 3, for a relatively soft micaceous
glass-ceramic (Macor, Corning Inc., Corning, NY), noteworthy
for its machinability.30–32 The plot includes data for the mate-
rial in its brittle base glass state. Above p0 4 pY (indicated in
Fig. 3) the quasi-plastic glass-ceramic shows distinctive yield
characteristics (corresponding to the formation of well-defined
residual impressions—see Section IV(1)). Clearly, the micro-
structural state of the material is crucial to the damage
response.

In the absence of an analytical model for describing the
indentation stress–strain response in ceramics, one usually re-
sorts to numerical modeling of the contact process, e.g., finite-
element modeling (FEM).27,28 A constitutive yield condition is
incorporated into the FEM algorithm, in conjunction with a
bilinear stress–strain curve s(«) in ideal uniaxial compression
for each material (including the indenter):

s 4 E« (s # Y) (7a)

s 4 Y + a(«E − Y) (s $ Y) (7b)

where E is Young’s modulus, Y is the uniaxial yield stress, and
a is a dimensionless strain-hardening coefficient in the range
0 # a # 1 (with a 4 0 fully plastic and a 4 1 fully elastic).
(Physical justification for Eq. (7) is given in Section IV(2).)
The solid curves through the data in Fig. 3 are FEM-generated
p0(a/r) functions, with independent determinations of E and Y
and adjustments of a to give best fits.28

III. Hertzian Cone Fracture in Brittle Solids

(1) Historical Survey

As indicated, most early experiments on cone fracture were
conducted on glass, notably soda–lime glass, in normal static
loading. The transparency of this model brittle solid made it
especially easy to follow the crack evolution. The 1950s saw
the first serious attempts to understand the underlying mechan-
ics of cone fracture in glass, highlighted by the systematic
studies of Tillett33 and Roesler.34,35 Around the same time,
papers on single crystals, notably on diamond,36–39 germa-
nium,40 and silicon41 began to appear, attesting to the gener-
ality of the phenomenon. The main distinguishing features in
the single crystals were attendant cleavage tendencies in the
surface crack patterns, reflecting crystallographic symmetries.

A photograph of a Hertzian cone crack in glass (in this
instance, formed with an axisymmetric flat punch) is shown in
Fig. 4(a).34 The fully developed cone crack is the archetypical
stable fracture system.3,42 The crack base continues to grow
steadily with subsequent increasing load. Roesler, using energy
balance concepts in conjunction with Tillett’s data, established
the now well-known relation P/R3/2 4 constant between ap-
plied load P and cone base radius R. In the case of a spherical
indenter, the expanding contact circle ultimately engulfs the
surface ring, resulting in the generation of secondary ring
cracks (a complication avoided with flat-punch indenters). Af-

Panel A. Hertzian Stress Fields

The stresses within the Hertzian elastic contact field are
given by the following expressions, in cylindrical coordi-
nates R,u,z (with z along the axis of symmetry):21,23

sR/p0 =
1

2
~1 − 2n!~a/R!2

@1 − ~z/u
1/2!3

#

+
3

2
~z/u

1/2! [~1 − n!u/~a
2 + u!

+ ~1 + n!~u
1/2/a! arctan ~a/u

1/2! − 2]

su/p0 =
1

2
~1 − 2n!~a/R!2

@1 − ~z/u
1/2!3

#

+
3

2
~z/u

1/2!3
@a

2
u/~u

2 + a
2
z

2!#

+
3

2
~z/u

1/2!@~1 − n!u/~a
2 + u!

+ ~1 + n!~u
1/2/a! arctan ~a/u

1/2! + 2n#

sz/p0 =
3

2
~z/u

1/2!3
@a

2
u/~u

2 + a
2
z

2!#

tRz =
3

2
@Rz

2/~u
2 + a

2
z

2!#@a
2
u

1/2/~a
2 + u!#

where

u =
1

2
$~R2 + z

2 − a
2! + @~R

2 + z
2 − a

2!2 + 4 a
2
z

2
#
1/2%

The principal normal stresses, defined such that s1 $ s2 $
s3 nearly everywhere,11 are

s1 =
1

2
~sR + sz! + HF1

2
~sR + sz!G

2

+ tRz
2 J

s2 = su

s3 =
1

2
~sR + sz! − HF1

2
~sR + sz!G

2

+ tRz
2 J

where s2 is a hoop stress. The maximum principal shear
stress is

t13 =
1

2
~s1 − s3!

The angle a between the s2–s3 stress trajectory surface
(closely approximating the cone crack path) and the speci-
men free surface is given by

tan 2a = −2tRz/~sR − sz!

Analogous relations exist for a cylindrical flat punch end-
loaded onto the specimen surface21 and for a sliding spheri-
cal indenter.24,25
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ter unloading, the fracture usually remains visible because of
imperfect closure at the crack interface.39,43

The mechanics of cone crack initiation goes back to 1891,
when Auerbach established his famous empirical law between
critical load and sphere radius, PC ~ r.10 This relation and its
limits were illustrated most compellingly by Tillett’s data on
glass,33 reproduced in Fig. 5 as a plot of PC/r vs r. Two regions
of behavior are evident: the Auerbach region, PC/r 4 constant,
at small r; and a second region, asymptotic to PC/r2 4 con-
stant, at large r. Roesler subsequently reviewed the existing
literature data on glass and demonstrated the commonality of
Auerbach’s law under a wide range of contact conditions, in-
cluding impact.35 From such studies arose one of the most
celebrated paradoxes in brittle fracture theory: if it is assumed
that cone cracking initiates when the maximum tensile stress
exceeds the strength of the bulk solid, sC 4 sm 4 sF, Eqs. (3)
and (6) predict PC ~ r2, independent of r. As Fig. 5 shows, this
quadratic relation is approached only in the limit of infinite r.
The stresses sC calculated from Eqs. (3) and (6) using mea-
sured PC values are invariably higher than the measured bulk
strengths sF on the same material, the more so at smaller r,
implying breakdown of the critical stress concept; specifically,
PC ~ r corresponds to sm ~ r−1/3. At sufficiently small r, sC

may become high enough that some form of plasticity gener-
ates before fracture, in even the most brittle materials, indicat-
ing a ‘‘brittle–ductile’’ transition with increasing indenter

‘‘sharpness.’’29,44–47 At the same time, sC generally remains
well below the limiting cohesive strength of the solid over most
practical ranges of r, indicating that the cone cracks must ini-
tiate from pre-present flaws.

This last point raises the issue of flaw statistics.48,49 At one
time it was proposed that Auerbach’s law might be explained
if the flaw distributions were sufficiently sparse. Assuming that
the critical stress criterion remains valid, it was argued that
smaller contacts have a lower probability of locating larger
flaws within a given size population, accounting for an appar-
ent increase in critical stress with decreasing r. This school
pointed to the wide scatter in PC data on smooth, carefully
handled glass surfaces. However, later experiments on glass
surfaces containing controlled flaws introduced by a wide
range of abrasive grit sizes demonstrated an insensitivity of PC

to flaw size in the Auerbach region.50

Fig. 2. Hertzian stress field: (a) principal normal stress s1, (b) principal
normal stress s3, and (c) principal shear stress t13 4

1

2
(s1 − s3).

Dashed curves in (a) are s3 stress trajectories. Stresses in units of p0.
AA denotes contact diameter 2a. Plotted for n 4 0.22.

Fig. 3. Indentation stress–strain curve for glass-ceramic, in base
glass and crystallized forms. Data taken with tungsten carbide spheres
in the radius range r 4 0.79 mm to 12.7 mm (not distinguished in
plot). Curves through data are FEM fits using Eq. (7), with a 4 1 for
the glassy state and a 4 0.10 for the crystallized state (E and Y
independently determined). Initial yield pressure pY indicated for
glass-ceramic. Data reproduced from Refs. 16 and 32.

Fig. 4. Hertzian cone fracture: (a) photograph of crack in soda–lime
glass, produced by indentation with cylindrical punch at P 4 40 kN
(block edge 50 mm), from Ref. 34; and (b) schematic showing critical
geometrical parameters.
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An important factor in the evolution of cone cracking is the
test environment, particularly water. Early experimentalists
noted that newly formed cone cracks in glass extend steadily at
constant load, at first rapidly and then more slowly.34,51 This
growth was later demonstrated to be commensurate with con-
ventional crack velocity laws.52,53 The role of moisture is even
stronger in the crack initiation. Figure 6 shows some data for
soda–lime glass indented with steel spheres in different envi-
ronments, plotted as critical load PC vs contact time tC (time to
fracture at constant crosshead speed).54 In any given environ-
ment, PC decreases steadily with increasing tC. At any given tC,
PC decreases with increasing water content and with increasing
temperature, highlighting the kinetic effect. Section-and-etch
studies on cracks grown slowly in moist environments con-
firmed that the cone begins its life as a slowly penetrating
embryonic surface ring prior to its abrupt full development.55

Later, experiments were extended to fine-grain polycrystal-
line and other ceramics.56–63 Such materials are generally
opaque, making it necessary to observe the specimen surface a
posteri or to use acoustic emission to detect the crack initiation.

(2) Introduction of Fracture Mechanics

Introduction of Griffith–Irwin fracture mechanics into the
Hertzian fracture problem was made in 1967 by Frank and
Lawn,11 with the express purpose of deriving Auerbach’s law
from first principles. The basic precepts of the fracture me-
chanics approach in the context of Hertzian fracture can be
summarized as follows. Cone cracks tend to form in highly
brittle solids with zero or insignificant R-curves, i.e., materials
with single-valued toughness, KIC 4 T0. For such materials,
extension of any crack of length c under equilibrium conditions

is determined by the simple equality K(c) 4 T0: if dK(c)/dc >
0, the equilibrium is unstable; if dK(c)/dc < 0, the equilibrium
is stable.3 When kinetic conditions prevail, extension is deter-
mined by a crack velocity relation v 4 v(K).

Consider cone cracks in their well-developed state, Fig. 4(b).
The actual crack length c is related to the dimension C of a
‘‘virtual’’ cone with the tip located above the contact surface:

C 4 c + R0 /cos a0 (8)

where R0 is the surface ring radius and a0 is the cone base
angle. The stress-intensity factor for this virtual cone crack
system is given by3

K(c) 4 xP/C3/2 (9)

where x is a crack geometry coefficient. At K = T0, we have
P ~ C3/2, i.e., Roesler’s relation. Sphere radius r enters Eqs. (8)
and (9) only through R0; therefore, K(c) is insensitive to r in the
region c > > R0.

The mechanics of cone crack initiation is more complex. The
Frank–Lawn treatment11 addressed this issue in two key steps:

(i) The cone cracks start from flaws on the specimen top
surface at (or just outside) the contact circle where the tensile
stresses are concentrated. The embryonic cracks subsequently
circumvent the contact circle as a shallow surface ring, then
propagate downward and outward, closely (but not exactly)
following the s3 trajectories (so as to be nearly normal at all
points to the s1 tensile stresses) in the prior stress field (Fig.
2(a)).

(ii) A stress-intensity factor for the downward crack ex-
tension can be expressed uniquely in terms of the prior stress
function s1(s), where s is a coordinate along the s3 trajectory.
The stress-intensity factor has the form

K(c/a) 4 p0a1/2I(c/a,b,n) (10)

where b 4 R0/a is the relative crack location and I(c/a,b,n) is
the dimensionless integral

I~c/a,b,n! = 2~c/pa!1/2*
0

c/a

@s1~s/a,b,n!/p0# d~s/a!/

~c
2/a

2−s
2/a

2!1/2 (11)

Figure 7 sketches the normalized function K(c/a)/T0 for a
sequence of increasing loads (P8 → P9 → P-). The function has
two unstable branches (1,3) and two stable (2,4) branches.
Suppose the specimen contains surface flaws within the range
c0 # cf # c* and that equilibrium conditions prevail. Then the
crack evolves along the configurational path marked by the
arrows, growing stably with load along K/T0 4 1 until a critical
penetration depth c = c* is reached, whence the full cone crack
pops in and arrests on branch 4. Inserting I* 4 I(c*/a) 4

constant and using Eqs. (1) and (2) to eliminate p0 and a in Eq.
(10), we obtain the critical condition for cone initiation:

Fig. 5. Plot of PC/r vs r for polished soda–lime glass, using steel
spheres. Inclined dashed line is prediction for flaw in uniform field sm.
Plot reproduced from Ref. 50, using Tillet’s data.33

Fig. 6. Critical load for cone initiation as function of time to fracture
in surface-abraded soda–lime glass, using steel spheres (r 4 6.35 mm)
at constant crosshead speeds in different environments. Reference
horizontal dashed line is ‘‘inert’’ value (evaluated from sphere drop
tests). Data from Ref. 54.

Fig. 7. Normalized K(c) curves for Hertzian fracture (b 4 1 and
n 4 0.3). Arrows indicate evolution from surface flaw to full cone
crack. Plots from Refs. 2 and 3.
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PC/r 4 AT0
2/E 4 constant (12)

where A 4 4p2k/3I2
* 4 constant. Equation (12) is a formal

statement of Auerbach’s law.
The requirement that surface flaws must first grow to depth

c* before propagating into the full cone renders PC independent
of cf in Eq. (12), consistent with the test results on variously
abraded glass surfaces mentioned in the previous subsection.50

For very small flaws in the range cf < < c0, or for very large
spheres (large r, large a), the initiation is spontaneous from
branch 1 to branch 4—this is the domain of the asymptotic
relation PC ~ r2 in Fig. (5). Interestingly, for very large flaws
in the range cf > > c* it can become increasingly difficult to
initiate cone cracks at all, because of difficulties in accommo-
dating the crack to the curved stress trajectory paths of maxi-
mum tension.50,64,65

A feature of Eq. (12) is the appearance of toughness T0 (not
apparent, of course, in the original empirical Auerbach’s
law).11,34 This feature has been used to evaluate the toughness
properties of several brittle glasses and single crystals2,11,66,67

and fine-grain ceramics58–63 (although Vickers indenters have
proved to be more popular in this regard68,69).

Several variants of the above theory have appeared in the
three decades since 1967.53,61,70,71 Most have focused on modi-
fications to the Greens function in Eq. (11), with allowance for
several factors: a starting surface crack outside the contact (b >
1);70,72 indenter–specimen interface friction (which redistrib-
utes the tensile stresses);73 an ever-widening crack front;53 and
hybrid combination of flaw statistics with fracture mechan-
ics.71 One conclusion that can be drawn from these variant
studies is that the exact form of the calculated PC(r) function is
highly assumption-sensitive, making absolute predictions of
toughness difficult. Some analyses question the existence of
the ‘‘energy barrier’’ at c = c* in Fig. 7. In this context of
analytical subjectivity, an approach by Kocer and Collins74

using FEM simulations of cone crack evolution is worthy of
special mention. In their algorithm, the cone crack is allowed to
grow stepwise from a starting surface flaw, and the actual (as
distinct from the prior) field at the crack tip is reevaluated at
each step, using energy-release-rate principles to determine the
next increment. The Kocer–Collins procedure is noteworthy
for its accurate prediction of the observed cone crack angle,
and offers the prospect of more-objective evaluations of tough-
ness parameters.

Notwithstanding any persistent uncertainties in the fracture
mechanics, the stabilizing role of the decreasing tensile stress
function s1(s) in Eq. (11) in the experimentally documented
shift away from PC ~ r2 toward PC ~ r and the associated
sphere-size dependence of the critical tensile stress sC are
incontrovertible.

Finally, how restrictive is the presumption of a single-valued
toughness in the equilibrium-crack analyses? For microstruc-
turally heterogeneous ceramics with R-curves, K(c) in Eqs. (9)
and (10) should strictly be equated to a crack-size-dependent
toughness function KR(c) 4 T(c) rather than to T0 (equivalent
to replacing the horizontal dashed line at K/T0 4 1 in Fig. 7 by
a KR-curve), with consequent reduction in size of the cone
crack. But a more dramatic consequence of microstructural
heterogeneity, as shown in the next section, is a fundamental
change in the damage mode.

IV. Quasi-Plastic Damage in Tough Ceramics

(1) Nature of Quasi-Plastic Deformation

Investigation of sphere-indentation quasi-plastic damage in
tough, heterogeneous ceramics, although foreshadowed in
some earlier studies,22,29,75 began in earnest only in the
1990s.16,19,32,76–79 We have already alluded to this damage
mode in association with nonlinear stress–strain curves (Fig. 3)
and to attendant suppression of cone cracking in such ceramics.
The question remains: what is the nature of the quasi plasticity?

Contact-induced quasi plasticity is manifest as a residual
surface impression above a threshold yield load PY. Combining
tm 4

1

2
Y with Eqs. (4) and (6) gives

PY/r2 4 (1.1pY)3(4k/3E)2 4 constant (13)

Measurement of pY thereby affords a simple means for deter-
mining the yield stress Y.80 The quadratic relation PY ~ r2

implies geometrical similarity in the elastic–plastic field (valid
as long as the contact dimension remains very much larger than
the microstructure scale4,81). Again, comparison of PY ~ r2 for
yield with PC ~ r for cracking indicates an increasing tendency
to dominant plasticity at ‘‘sharper’’ contacts.

But the most informative clues as to the nature of the quasi-
plastic mode are obtained from subsurface sections. (Recall
from Fig. 2(c) that the location of maximum shear stress is
located beneath the contact surface.) One particularly useful
technique, an adaptation from earlier workers,29,82,83 involves
presectioning a specimen into two half-blocks before indenta-
tion, using an adhesive to bond the two halves together again,
and indenting across the surface trace of the bonded interface—
Nomarski illumination of the separated half-blocks then reveals
the subsurface damage.32,76 Half-surface and section views ob-
tained in this way are shown in Fig. 8(a) for the same crystal-

Fig. 8. Hertzian indentation damage in machinable glass-ceramic,
from tungsten carbide sphere (r 4 1.98 mm and P 4 1000 N): (a)
optical micrographs, half-surface and side view of indentation,
bonded-interface specimen, surfaces gold coated after indentation, No-
marski interference, from Ref. 32; and (b) computed yield zone, con-
tact diameter AA, using FEM algorithm, from Ref. 28.
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lized glass-ceramic used to obtain the stress–strain data in Fig.
3. The subsurface quasi-plastic zone in this ceramic is mac-
roscopically similar to the yield zones beneath hardness im-
pressions in soft metals, except that it is much more highly
constrained (‘‘pinched’’) beneath the immediate contact. Ob-
servations of sequences of indentations at different loads allow
one to follow the entire evolution of the quasi-plastic zone,
from initial yield to ‘‘full plasticity.’’28,32 Cone cracking is
conspicuously absent in Fig. 8(a).

Bonded-interface observations on two other model ceramic
systems serve to demonstrate the critical role of microstructure
in the competition between fracture and deformation. Figure 9
shows damage patterns in pure, dense alumina over a broad
range of grain sizes, 3–48 mm, under common indentation
conditions.19,76 A progressive ‘‘brittle–ductile’’ transition with
increasing grain size, from well-defined cone cracking to dif-
fuse subsurface damage, is apparent. Surface ring cracks form
in all cases, but are increasingly inhibited in their downward
growth in the coarser aluminas, ultimately to one grain depth or
less. The quasi-plastic zones again remain severely constrained
below the contact. The intensity of damage in such zones can
be strongly enhanced in the alumina microstructure by includ-
ing platelet phases with weak interphase boundaries84,85 or
pores.86 Figure 10 is an analogous sequence of patterns in
silicon nitride for microstructures with increasing grain size,
aspect ratio, and b:a phase ratio, designated fine (F), medium
(M), and coarse (C).79,81 Once more, a progressive transition

from well-defined cone crack to distributed subsurface damage
is observed. In this material the response is highly sensitive to
processing conditions, starting powder, etc.87 It is interesting
that the grades of silicon nitride used in practical bearing struc-
tures lie closest to the intermediate microstructure in Fig. 10,81

suggesting a compromise between the extremes of dominant
cracking and dominant quasi plasticity.

It is at the microstructural level that the underlying character
of the quasi-plastic deformation is determined. Figure 11 is a
magnified view of the damage in the glass-ceramic of Fig. 8(a),
from a central section region.32 Distributed shear-fault micro-
failures occur at weak interfaces between mica platelets and
surrounding glass phase. (These weak interfaces enhance both
machinability30,31 and long-crack toughness.88) Other platelet
structures, e.g., alumina with additive calcium hexaluminate
phases84,89 and silicon carbide with yttrium aluminum garnet
(YAG) second phase,77,90 exhibit similar shear-fault arrays. In
monolithic structures, e.g., alumina (Fig. 9)19,76 and silicon
nitride,79 the shear faults take the form of transgranular twin-
ning or block slip. In zirconia, the shear-fault damage is aug-
mented by phase transformations.78,91 A general feature of the
shear faults is their discreteness, localized by the grain struc-
ture. The constrained shear faults may in turn initiate secondary
microcracks at their ends, especially where the faults intersect
weak grain or interphase boundaries.19,76

Attempts at quantitative evaluation of the damage inten-
sity have been made. Damage intensity is usually characterized

Fig. 9. Hertzian indentation damage in pure, dense alumina from tungsten carbide sphere (r 4 3.18 mm and P 4 2000 N), grain sizes (a) 3, (b)
9, (c) 15, (d) 21, (e) 35, and (f) 48 mm. Half-surface (upper) and section (lower) views, bonded-interface specimens. Optical micrographs, surfaces
gold coated after indentation, Nomarski interference. Reproduced from Ref. 76.
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by a parameter Nl3, where N is the number density and l the
characteristic size of the composite faults (which, depending
on the specific measurement technique, may or may not in-
clude both primary fault and secondary microcrack). In situ
acoustic emission has revealed considerable activity from
damage events in heterogeneous silicon carbide, during un-
loading as well as loading, enabling at least relative measure-
ments of damage intensity.77 Another nondestructive evalua-
tion (NDE) technique, thermal wave imaging, has been used to
provide absolute measurements in alumina and other ceramics
(Panel B).

At high loads or large numbers of cycles (Section VI), the
damage in the more heterogeneous ceramics can become so
intense that neighboring microcracks coalesce (Fig. 11), lead-
ing ultimately to extensive material removal. As alluded to
earlier, such materials tend to have inferior wear properties.

(2) Damage Mechanics

Macroscopic aspects of the quasi-plastic damage zone be-
neath a spherical indenter can be confirmed using numerical
computational methods, such as the FEM algorithm described

in Section II(2). In the FEM calculations, the material below
the indenter is allowed to deform in accordance with the bilin-
ear yield relation Eq. (7), using stress–strain data (e.g., Fig. 3)
to ‘‘calibrate’’ the essential material parameters.28 Boundaries
of the damage zone at any given load are then determined as
the shear-stress contour t13 4 Y/2. For the glass-ceramic in
Fig. 8, the computed contour shows geometrical correspon-
dence with the experimental damage zone. This correspon-
dence confirms that the damage is essentially shear-driven, i.e.,
is quasi plastic. The FEM computations also demonstrate that
the yield can relax the tensile stresses outside the surface
contact.28

To understand the role of microstructure it is necessary to
model the discrete damage events within the confining shear–
compression elastic–plastic contact field, Fig. 12(a). The ge-
neric picture is that of a closed sliding shear fault with atten-
dant extensile ‘‘wing’’ cracks at the constrained fault ends, Fig.
12(b). This type of modeling, while highly phenomenological,
has strong precedent in the rock mechanics literature.17,18,96,97

Because of the compression across the shear fault surfaces the
sliding must overcome an internal resistive ‘‘cohesion’’ stress
tc, so that the net sliding shear stress is t* 4 tP − tc, where tP

is the applied shear stress associated with the applied field. (A
more general expression includes an extra friction coefficient m
term, neglected here.98) For a body in uniform uniaxial com-
pression containing an array of noninteracting, favorably
aligned penny shear faults of number density N and size l
(ignoring wing cracks for the moment), we recover the bilinear
relation Eq. (7b), with98

Y 4 2tc (14a)

a 4 1/(1 + 2Nl3) (14b)

Thus the yield stress Y is determined by the intrinsic shear
stress to initiate sliding failure at internal interfaces, and the
strain-hardening coefficient a is determined by the damage
parameter Nl3 (with limits 2Nl3 < < 1 corresponding to a fully
elastic response and 2Nl3 > > 1 to a fully plastic response).
Equation (14) connects the micromechanics with the macro-
scopic stress–strain curves and opens the way, through N and l,
to incorporation of microstructural variables (e.g., grain size
and shape, volume fraction of particulate phases) into the
analysis.98

Extensile wing cracks initiate at the faults above some criti-
cal stress, depending on the grain size.99 (By effectively in-
creasing the fault size, the wing cracks lower a even further
than predicted in Eq. (14b), leading in extreme cases to ‘‘strain

Fig. 10. Hertzian indentation damage in silicon nitride, from tung-
sten carbide sphere (r 4 1.98 mm and P 4 4000 N): (a) F fine, (b) M
medium, and (c) C coarse. Half-surface (upper) and section (lower)
views from bonded-interface specimens. Optical micrographs, sur-
faces gold coated after indentation, Nomarski interference. Repro-
duced from Ref. 81.

Fig. 11. Enlarged view of subsurface damage microcracks and co-
alescence in heavily damaged area of Fig. 8(a). Note microfailures at
weak interfaces between mica platelets and glass phase. Reproduced
from Ref. 32.
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Panel B. Quantifying Microcrack Damage Using Thermal Wave Imaging

With Lanhua Wei, Therma-Wave, Fremont, California

Several NDE methods exist for detecting contact damage
accumulation. Acoustic emission has proved useful in some
cases, revealing damage activity during both loading and
unloading.77 Instrumented nanoindenters have been used to
probe damage zones on section surfaces (e.g., Fig. 10), and
thus to evaluate damage intensities from relations between
elastic modulus and microcrack density.92 One of the more
intriguing methods is instrumented thermal wave analysis,
which is especially sensitive to the presence of open cracks.
The technique can be used in scanning mode to provide a
digitized image of the fracture damage distribution, and to
quantify the density of microcracks.93

Figure B1 shows images of the same alumina specimens
as in Fig. 9.94 High-damage regions are indicated in red
(‘‘hot’’) and undamaged regions in green (‘‘cold’’). The
patterns provide a pictorial illustration of the transition from
single macrocrack in the fine structures to diffuse micro-
crack zone in the coarse structures, correlating with the
optical observations in Fig. 9.

Quantitative data on crack densities are obtained from
evaluations of thermal diffusivities a at each digitized pixel,
using a modified version of a relation by Hasselman:95

Nl
3 = ~9/8n! (

i

n

~a0/ai − 1!

Fig. B1. Thermal wave images of same alumina materials as in Fig. 9. Red designates high crack densities. From Ref. 94.

Fig. B2. Microcrack densities in indentation damage zones as
function of grain size for alumina materials in Fig. B1. From
Ref. 94.

where ai is evaluated over all n pixels within the damage
zone and a0 is evaluated without. Figure B2 plots Nl3 as a
function of grain size l. A systematic increase in microcrack
damage intensity with microstructural heterogeneity is ap-
parent above a threshold value of l.
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softening.’’98) Consider an individual penny shear fault of ra-
dius l and annular wing crack of width c, with persistent shear
stress t* in Fig. 12(b) (neglecting any reverse sliding during
unloading). Following Horii and Nemat-Nasser,96 the kinked
shear-fault/wing-crack can be approximated as a planar penny
crack of effective radius

C = c + gl (15)

where g ≈ 0.27 is a dimensionless geometry ‘‘correction’’ co-
efficient,96 acted upon by a residual center-opening force

Q = ll2t* (16)

where l is another dimensionless coefficient. A residual stress-
intensity factor for the wing crack can then be written in fa-
miliar form:

K 4 xQ/C3/2 (17)

Equations (15)–(17) provide a functional relation K 4 K(c,t*).
To connect the stress-intensity factor to the sphere-

indentation problem, we need to relate t* to contact load P. For
the general elastic–plastic contact field this is most practically
done empirically, using FEM to compute the maximum shear
stress t* beneath the indenter at each prescribed load P. From
such a procedure we obtain the empirical relation99

t*(P) 4 atc[(P/PY)1/3 − 1] (18)

which yields K(c,P) in Eqs. (15)–(17). Then, imposing the
equilibrium condition K = KIC 4 T0 (now, strictly, short-crack
toughness), we can determine c(P).99 The cracks turn out to be
exceedingly difficult to extend even at high loads, reflecting
the strong stabilizing influence of the triaxially compressive
contact field.100 Nevertheless, when the loading is extreme (or
number of cycles large—see Section VI), coalescence may
occur between neighboring faults, signaling ultimate break-
down of the material.

Finally, we have noted the tendency for quasi plasticity in
tougher ceramics to be accompanied by suppression of cone
cracking. There are two reasons for this: coarser microstruc-
tures deflect surface flaws further along weak interfaces, away
from tensile stress trajectories into compression regions of the
contact field,81 in a manner analogous to that referred to earlier
in connection with large abrasion flaws (Section III(2)); and the
onset of yield below the contact redistributes and relaxes the
tensile stresses outside the contact.28

V. Strength Degradation from Contact Damage

(1) Experimental Data

A critical issue in designing with ceramics is damage toler-
ance: if damage does occur, will the component survive sub-
sequent applied stresses? What effect does contact damage
have on strength? Such consideration is crucial in many struc-
tural applications involving ceramics, e.g., bearings6,101 and
dental restorations.8 Strength testing also provides a quantita-
tive measure of the damage introduced by the contact event.

The indentation–strength test involves placement of sphere
indentations into the centers of prospective tensile surfaces of
flexure specimens at specified loads P and contact environ-
ments.65,102–104 Strengths, sF, are then measured, usually in
four-point or biaxial flexure, and in fast-loading and dry envi-
ronment to avoid kinetic effects (‘‘inert strengths’’). When the
damage provides the dominant flaw, the specimens fail from
the indentation sites. Illustrative examples are shown in Fig. 13
for the F-, M-, and C-grade silicon nitride represented in Fig.
10.101 Fractographic examination confirms failures from the
bases of cone cracks in the F and M materials, and from within
the subsurface damage zones in the C material.

Strengths for the same silicon nitride materials are plotted as
functions of load in Fig. 14101—the data are experimental
strength measurements, the solid curves theoretical fits (Sec-
tion V(2)). Initially, each material holds its preindented
strength with increasing load, corresponding to failures from
natural flaws. In the more brittle F-grade silicon nitride (PC < <
PY) and M-grade silicon nitride (PC < PY), these strengths
suffer abrupt losses at P = PC. On the other hand, in the
quasi-plastic C-grade silicon nitride (PY < < PC), the strengths
decrease slowly, and only after some buildup of damage inten-
sity, above PD ≈ 2PY. These results indicate a superior damage
tolerance in the coarser microstructure. However, at very high
loads or under fatigue conditions, when cracks coalesce, the
quasi-plastic microstructures become subject to accelerated
strength losses (Section VI).99

Hertzian damage analysis and strength testing are proving a
powerful means of characterizing fracture and deformation
properties in a broad range of ceramics, including dental ce-
ramics (Panel C).

(2) Modeling

The strength degradation characteristics for indentation-
damaged ceramics are calculated from the instability condi-
tions for cone cracks (brittle materials) and shear-fault/wing-
cracks (quasi-plastic materials) in uniform tensile fields.65,99

(A) Brittle Ceramics: Above the critical load P = PC,
failure initiates spontaneously from the base of a cone crack,
propagating downward nearly normal to the applied tensile
stress. Assuming again a single-valued toughness, KIC 4 T0

(and ignoring residual stresses from any accompanying quasi
plasticity), the classical strength equation applies:

sF 4 T0/Cc1/2 (19)

where C is a crack geometry coefficient (determinable a priori
from fracture mechanics considerations65,99). Combining Eq.
(19) with Eqs. (8) and (9) yields sF(P).

(B) Quasi-plastic Ceramics: Above P = PD, failure ini-
tiates from the tip of a wing crack at a discrete shear fault
within the diffuse quasi-plastic zone. Recalling the existence of

Fig. 12. Schematic of shear-fault/wing-crack system: (a) contact at
load P forms array of shear faults within quasi-plastic zone; and (b)
individual shear-fault/wing-crack in volume element, treated as pen-
nylike crack with virtual radius C = c + gl and residual shear stress t*.
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the residual driving force on the shear fault in Eq. (17) (but
ignoring interactions between neighboring faults), we obtain
the stress-intensity factor:

K 4 xQ/C3/2 + CsC1/2 4 T0 (20)

(T0 a short-crack toughness). Combining Eq. (20) with Eqs.
(15) and (16), we can show that the wing crack extends stably
prior to instability99 at a failure stress

sF 4 (3/4C)(T0
4/4xll2t*)1/3 (21)

This equation may then be combined with Eq. (18) to obtain
sF(P).

The solid curves in Fig. 14 represent fits of the theoretical
sF(P) functions to the experimental data.

Conditions for accelerated strength losses due to coalescence
of adjacent shear faults at high loads, where neighboring wing
cracks merge before attaining their critical dimensions, have
also been considered.99

VI. Contact Fatigue

Repeated cycling can greatly exacerbate damage in ceram-
ics, especially those with R-curves, thereby compromising use-
ful life.109–111 Mention has already been of the tendency for
structural ceramic components such as bearings and dental res-
torations to fail prematurely in service. Contact fatigue testing
with spheres provides a simple means of characterizing the
fatigue properties of such ceramics in the critical short-crack
domain.19,78,112,113

Examples of contact fatigue damage in ceramics are shown
in Figs. 15 and 16. Figure 15 compares the surface damage on
a moderately coarse alumina (grain size 23 mm)19 after n 4 1
and n 4 10 cycles at the same frequency in water. There is
conspicuous enhancement in the damage from cycling. Com-
parative cycling tests in dry nitrogen show reduced damage
accumulation, affirming a chemical influence in the water en-
vironments. More tellingly, static tests in water with load held
constant over the same time duration as Fig. 15(b) also show
reduced damage, indicating that the underlying fatigue effect is
nevertheless predominantly mechanical.

Figure 16 compares damage accumulation in two micro-
structural forms of silicon carbide: homogeneous–brittle (left)
and heterogeneous–tough (right).77,113 In the homogeneous
form, cycling causes slight extension of cone cracks, and ulti-
mately detaches a spurious surface collar from the cone mouth.
In the heterogeneous form, damage accumulation is much more

accelerated, beginning with a barely detectable quasi-plastic
zone at n 4 1 and ending with microcrack coalescence and
wholesale surface expulsion of material at n 4 106. Figure 17
is a scanning electron micrograph of the central severe damage
zone in this latter case. Note the appearance of copious debris
on the surface and attendant voids in the degraded microstruc-
ture. The implications concerning the susceptibility to wear are
evident.15,114

Modeling of contact fatigue is in its infancy. In brittle ce-
ramics, where the fatigue effect is essentially chemical, analy-
sis simply requires the incorporation of an appropriate crack

Fig. 13. Surface views of contact failure sites in silicon nitride specimens, from tungsten carbide sphere (r 4 2.38 mm and P 4 4000 N): (a) fine-,
(b) medium-, and (c) coarse-grade silicon nitride. Surfaces gold coated after indentation, Nomarski interference. Four-point bend-strength speci-
mens, tension axis vertical. From Ref. 101.

Fig. 14. Strength of silicon nitride specimens indented with tungsten
carbide sphere (r 4 2.38 mm), as function of indentation load. Data
points are experimental measurements, indentation tests in air—black
symbols represent failures from cone crack origins, gray symbols from
quasi-plastic zones, and open symbols from other origins. Solid curves
are theoretical fits. Boxes at left axis represent strengths of polished,
unindented specimens. Vertical dashed lines indicate critical loads.
From Refs. 99 and 101.
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Panel C. Dental Ceramics

With Irene Peterson, Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory,
National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland

Ceramics are increasingly being used in dental restora-
tions, especially in crowns.105 Unfortunately, current ce-
ramic restorations are susceptible to failure by some form of
accumulated damage, from chewing, grinding (‘‘bruxing’’)
and inadvertent crunching—contact forces in the mouth can
easily exceed 200 N, over cuspal radii of 2–4 mm. Dura-
bility, wear, and fatigue resistance are key mechanical is-
sues, if subordinate to aesthetics (or even to cost and ease in
preparation), in design considerations. Contact with spheri-
cal indenters offers a simple route to characterization of
dental materials, under conditions that closely simulate oral
function.8

The first quantities of interest are the critical loads to
induce damage in the ceramic surface. Figure C1 plots the
loads PC (Fig. C1(a)) and PY (Fig. C1(b)) for cone cracking
and yield as a function of sphere radius in three selected
generic dental materials:8 porcelain, micaceous glass-
ceramic (analogous to the material in Fig. 8 but smaller
mica platelet size), and glass-infiltrated alumina. Both PC(r)
and PY(r) increase monotonically, in approximate linear
(Section III) and quadratic (Section IV) manner, respec-
tively. The shaded boxes indicate the domain of oral forces
and cuspal radii referred to above. The alumina–glass has
the highest resistance to cracking, the porcelain the highest
resistance to quasi plasticity. However, it is evident that all
of the materials are vulnerable to some form of damage
during severe contact, especially from spurious sharp ob-
jects and from sustained cyclic loading.

The next question is the survivability of a material once
damage does occur. Figure C2 shows strength degradation
plots (Section V) for the same three monolithic materials as
above. Both porcelain and glass-ceramic fail from cone
cracks above a critical load, whereas alumina–glass fails
predominantly (but not exclusively) from quasi-plastic
zones.106 The porcelain is particularly weak and brittle. Un-
fortunately, the comparatively high strength properties of

the alumina–glass are negated somewhat by inferior aes-
thetics, necessitating a porcelain veneer.

Indentation–strength tests establish a base for systematic
investigation of the crucial role of microstructure in damage
tolerance. Strength data on a range of glass-ceramics crystal-
lized at increasing heat-treatment temperatures, with corre-
sponding increasing microstructural scale, are plotted in Fig.
C3.107 Results are shown for surfaces broken after fine pol-
ishing (‘‘pristine’’) and after damage by sphere indentation
(‘‘indented’’). Whereas the pristine strengths decrease
steadily with microstructural scale, those after indentation
pass through a maximum as first cone cracking is sup-
pressed then quasi plasticity proliferates. Note the ever-di-
minishing differential between the two curves in the coarser
microstructures. Of these microstructures, that crystallized
at or about 1040°C appears to offer an optimum combina-
tion of high strength and damage tolerance—this is the micro-
structure represented in Figs. C1 and C2 and that most closely
resembles commercially available dental glass-ceramics.107

In actual crowns, dental ceramics are often configured in
‘‘veneer/core’’ layers. The lesson from natural teeth is that
such combinations can produce extraordinarily resilient,
damage tolerant structures,105 with complex but stable crack
patterns (cf. Fig. 19(c)). Contact studies of damage patterns
in simulated dental layer structures are under way.108

Fig. C1. Critical load functions PC(r) and PY(r) for generic den-
tal ceramics, for indentations with tungsten carbide spheres.
Shaded box designates domain of typical dental function. Some
data replotted from Ref. 8.

Fig. C2. Strength as function of contact load for same dental
ceramics as in Fig. C1, for indentations with tungsten carbide
sphere (r 4 3.18 mm). Some data replotted from Ref. 8.

Fig. C3. Strengths of micaceous glass-ceramics as function of mica
platelet size. Data for pristine (unindented) surfaces (open circles), and
contact-damaged surfaces (tungsten carbide sphere, r 4 3.18 mm,
and P 4 750 N)—black symbols represent failures from cone cracks,
gray symbols failures from quasi-plastic zones, open symbols from
other origins. Data courtesy A. Pajares and Y-G. Jung.
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Fig. 15. Indentation damage in coarse alumina (l 4 23 mm) from tungsten carbide sphere (r 4 1.98 mm and P 4 2000 N—cf. PY ≈ 1000 N)
at 0.002 Hz, in water: (a) n 4 1 and (b) n 4 10 cycles. Surfaces gold coated after indentation, Nomarski interference. From Ref. 19.

Fig. 16. Section views of Hertzian contact sites in brittle (homogeneous) and tough (heterogeneous) silicon carbide, from tungsten carbide sphere
(r 4 3.18 mm, P 4 1000 N, and f 4 10 Hz), in air. Bonded-interface specimens, surfaces gold coated after indentation, Nomarski interference.
From Ref. 113.
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velocity relation v 4 v(K) into the cone fracture mechanics.113

In quasi-plastic ceramics, mechanical processes dominate—
damage accumulates primarily by decremental attrition at the
sliding shear fault interfaces (Fig. 17). This attrition is mani-
fested as a progressive reduction in the frictional sliding resis-
tance at successive cycles, i.e., in the cohesion term tc (and/or
m terms),115,116 effectively diminishing the yield stress in Eq.
(14a). Complex interactions between chemical and mechanical
effects can occur (e.g., by reducing the friction at shear faults
and enhancing the extension of wing cracks), although these
micro-interactions are not yet well understood. Macroscopic
friction between the indenter and specimen can cause addi-
tional surface ‘‘fretting.’’21,117

Contact fatigue is quantifiable by its effect on strength,
sF(n), at given load P. Figure 18 shows strength data for the
same silicon nitrides considered earlier (Fig. 10), for a load
well below the single-cycle thresholds for cone cracks (PC) in
F-grade silicon nitride and M-grade silicon nitride and for quasi
plasticity (PD) in C-grade silicon nitride. As with the single-
cycle sF(P) curves (Fig. 14), the strengths for F- and M-grade
silicon nitride are abruptly degraded at some critical value of n,
whereas the degradation in C-grade silicon nitride is more con-
tinuous above the critical n. However, note the very rapid de-
crease in strengths of C-grade silicon nitride at very large n,
signaling the end of the useful life of this material.

It is apparent from Figs. 16–18 that quasi-plastic ceramics
are more susceptible to fatigue than their brittle counterparts.
What makes the quasi-plastic damage mode especially insidi-
ous is the difficulty of detection and screening in its early
stages. In ceramics where the competition between fracture and
deformation is finely balanced, it is possible for the failure
mode to change from brittle in single-cycle loading to quasi
plastic in multi-cycling loading, making any predictions of fa-
tigue responses from static test data especially suspect.

VII. Layer Structures

Finally, we indicate how current contact testing is contrib-
uting to a new design philosophy for ceramic-based layer struc-
tures. We have seen how microstructural weakening and coars-
ening, while improving long-crack toughness, tend to degrade
strength and wear resistance. A potential way of averting com-
promise in design is to tailor laminates with hard/brittle outer
(‘‘protective’’) layers and soft/tough inner (‘‘functional’’) lay-
ers. In principle, such layer systems should exhibit both high
wear resistance and high toughness, with reduced susceptibility
to strength degradation from damage accumulation. Critical

Fig. 17. Scanning electron micrograph of Hertzian cyclic-contact
damage in heterogeneous silicon carbide, from center region of sub-
surface damage zone at n 4 106 in Fig. 16. Note sliding-interface
debris and surface cavities from material removal. From Ref. 113.

Fig. 18. Strength of silicon nitride specimens indented with tungsten
carbide sphere (r 4 1.98 mm and P 4 1000 N) as function of number
of contact cycles at f 4 10 Hz, demonstrating fatigue. Data points are
experimental measurements, indentation tests in air—black symbols
represent failures from cone cracks, gray symbols failures from quasi-
plastic zones, and open symbols from other origins. Boxes at left axis
represent strengths of polished, unindented specimens. Data courtesy
S. K. Lee.

Fig. 19. Section views of Hertzian contact damage in silicon nitride
bilayers, using tungsten carbide sphere (r 4 1.98 mm and P 4 3000
N): (a) monolith of fine-grain material, showing fully developed cone
crack with barely detectable subsurface quasi plasticity; (b) bilayer of
fine-grain coating on coarse-grain substrate; and (c) similar, but on
substrate with 30% boron nitride additive. Bonded-interface speci-
mens, Nomarski optical micrographs. Contact diameter AA indicated.
From Ref. 123.
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elements of the new philosophy are: (i) incorporation of strong
rather than weak interlayer interfaces, to avoid delamination;
(ii) adjustment of elastic–plastic mismatch between layers so as
to partition energy from the contact loading system into com-
peting fracture and quasi-plastic modes, and thus to suppress
(rather than deflect) any cone (or other) cracks that originate
in the outer layers. This philosophy has been demonstrated
on several material systems: ceramic bilayers, alumina/
alumina,84,118,119 glass/glass-ceramic,120 and silicon nitride/
silicon nitride;121–123 thermal barrier coatings;124–128 and simu-
lated dental structures.108 We briefly describe two examples
here.

Our first example, Fig. 19, shows sphere indentations in two
silicon nitride bilayers with a common homogeneous top layer
(‘‘coating’’) on two heterogeneous underlayers with quite dif-
ferent toughness properties (‘‘substrates’’).123 In its bulk state
(Fig. 19(a)), the coating is a relatively fine silicon nitride (cf.
Fig. 10(a)) with well-developed cone fracture. The substrate in
the first bilayer (Fig. 19(b)) is a coarse but pure silicon nitride
(cf. Fig. 10(c)), corresponding to modest coating/substrate elas-
tic–plastic mismatch. A cone fracture is still evident, but is
significantly shallower. Note the appearance of a deformation
zone beneath the indenter. The substrate in the second bilayer
(Fig. 19(c)) has a much more heterogeneous microstructure,
with incorporated boron nitride platelets as a softening
phase,122 corresponding to a large coating/substrate elastic–
plastic mismatch. The damage pattern is much more complex,
with multiple transverse coating fractures extending both
downward from the top surface and upward from the interlayer
interface. Substrate yield is now pronounced. It is noteworthy
that the transverse cracks remain fully contained with the coat-
ing in both bilayers—extreme loads are needed to drive these
cracks through the coating thickness and cause failure—and
that there is no substantial delamination at the interlayer inter-
face. It is clear that the mismatch has a profound influence on
the coating fracture, attesting to the damage tolerance of these
structures.

Our second example concerns a plasma-sprayed alumina–
titania coating on a mild steel substrate.127 Such coatings are
notorious for their extreme defect and pore content.129 Figure
20 shows indentation damage in this system. Intense diffuse
microcracking and yield in the substrate are observed. How-
ever, macroscopic cracking is limited: some delamination has
occurred at the interlayer interface, but transverse cracks are
conspicuously small. FEM analyses of tension and shear stress

distributions provide correlations with these observed macro-
scopic cracking and yield patterns.127 Thus, despite the whole-
sale damage intensity, the system remains essentially intact.
The charm of these coatings is in the very defect complexion
that facilitates the damage, dissipating and redistributing me-
chanical energy beneath the contact, resulting in exceptional
damage tolerance as well as in other desirable (e.g., thermal
resistance129) properties.

Contact mechanics of ceramic-based layer material systems
from sphere indentations constitutes a relatively new area of
research. Damage modes and geometries are still being iden-
tified, at both the macroscopic (above) and microscopic130 lev-
els, and the roles of elastic mismatch and interfacial bonding
are being elucidated.128 Analyses of elastic–plastic stress
fields108,126,131,132 and of indentation stress–strain curves133

are being developed. Extensions of contact theory and experi-
ment to multilayer134 and graded structures are being re-
ported.135 The legacy of Hertz appears poised to survive well
into the next century of ceramics research.

Acknowledgments: The author expresses deep gratitude to the many
students, colleagues, and friends, too numerous to list here, whose critical con-
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ERRATA 

Errors in Hertzian stress field eqns. are corrected below: 

Panel A:  Hertzian Stress Fields 

 

The stresses within the Hertzian elastic contact field are given by the following 

expressions, in cylindrical coordinates R,θ,z (with z along the axis of symmetry): 21,23   

 

  σR/p0 = 1/2(1 – 2ν)(a/R)2{1 – (z/u1/2)3} + 3/2(z/u1/2)3{a2u/(u2 + a2z2)} 

    + 3/2(z/u1/2){(1 – ν)u/(a2 + u) + (1 + ν)(u1/2/a)arctan(a/u1/2) – 2} 

   

  σθ/p0 = 1/2(1 – 2ν)(a/R)2{1 – (z/u1/2)3}  

    + 3/2(z/u1/2){2ν + (1 – ν)u/(a2 + u) – (1 + ν)(u1/2/a)arctan(a/u1/2)} 

 

  σz/p0 = –3/2(z/u1/2)3{a2u/(u2 + a2z2)} 

 

  τRz = –3/2{Rz2/(u2 + a2z2)}{a2u1/2/(a2 + u)} 

 

where 

 

  u = 1/2{(R2 + z2 – a2) + [(R2 + z2 – a2)2 + 4 a2z2]1/2}1/2 

 

The principal normal stresses, defined such that σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3 nearly everywhere [11], are 

 

  σ1 = 1/2(σR + σz) + {[1/2(σR + σz)]
2 + τrz

2}1/2 

  σ2 = σθ 

  σ3 = 1/2(σR + σz) – {[1/2(σR + σz)]
2 + τrz

2}1/2 

 

with σ2 a hoop stress.  The maximum principal shear stress is 

 

  τ13 =  1/2(σ1 – σ3) 

 

The angle α between the σ2–σ3 stress trajectory surface (closely approximating the cone 

crack path) and the specimen free surface is given by  

 

  tan 2α = –2τRz/(σR – σz) 

 

Analogous relations exist for a cylindrical flat punch end-loaded onto the specimen 

surface 21 and for a sliding spherical indenter.24,25  

 

 


